Occipital intradiploic epidermoid presenting as benign intracranial hypertension: A rare manifestation

Sir,

Intradiploic epidermoids are rare benign tumors, and they commonly present as slow growing, painless lumps in the scalp. Lesions that lead to neurological deficits are consequently either of considerable size or demonstrate significant intracranial extension. Rarely, it can cause intracranial hypertension due to partial or complete obstruction of major venous system of the brain.¹

A 28-year old male presented with the complaint of transient blurring of vision for the last 1 month. On examination, there was no visible swelling over scalp. His visual acuity was 6/6 with normal field of vision in both eyes. However, bilateral papilledema was present. A computerized tomography (CT) scan of head (plain) was carried out, which showed a small well defined oval intradiploic hypodense midline lesion causing expansion of diploic space and lytic defect of both tables of occipital bone. There was no hydrocephalus or midline shift [Figure 1]. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the brain showed the mass, which was T1 hypointense, T2 hyperintense, fluid attenuation inversion recovery (FLAIR) heterogenous signal and showed marked restriction of diffusion on diffusion weighted imaging and apparent diffusion coefficient. There was no evidence of fat, hemorrhage, calcification or post contrast enhancement in the mass. Contrast magnetic resonance venogram (MRV) showed compression of torcular herophili, mainly terminal part of the superior sagittal sinus and proximal part of bilateral transverse sinus by the mass, with no venous thrombosis [Figure 1]. A diagnosis of midline intradiploic occipital epidermoid over the torcular with benign intracranial hypertension was made and the patient was operated.

Intra-operatively, a thinned shell-like outer table of occipital bone with pearly white mass at the centre was seen, which was excised completely along with the capsule after doing craniectomy [Figure 2a]. Histopathological examination of mass confirmed that is was an epidermoid [Figure 2b]. After 1 month of follow-up, the patient had complete resolution of visual symptoms and papilledema.

Epidermoid cysts result from inclusion of ectodermal tissue at the time of neural groove closure. They constitute less than 1% of intracranial tumors and commonly seen in middle aged males. Epidermoids are intradural and 10% are extradural, mostly intradiploic. Epidermoids usually are hypodense in plain CT scan, uncommonly hyperdense (due to hemorrhage/high protein content/patchy calcification) and shows no post contrast enhancement. An epidermoid is usually hypo to isointense on T1-weighted images and slightly hyperintense and heterogeneous on T2-weighted and T2 FLAIR images with no enhancement unless it gets infected. Most common radiological differentials are intradiploic dermoid and arachnoid cyst. Dermoids are commonly seen close to the suture lines containing dermal elements such as hair, fat and calcification unlike epidermoids which contain keratin, cellular debris and cholesterol. FLAIR sequences and diffusion-weighted images differentiate epidermoid cysts from arachnoid cyst as former appears hyperintense relative to cerebro spinal fluid (CSF) and shows restriction of diffusion. Surgical excision of intradiploic epidermoid is indicated when it is of large size causing neurological deficit or cosmetic deformity. Total removal of epidermoid along with its capsule prevents recurrence.

In the present case, transient blurring of vision was due to papilledema, the cause of which was explained.
by the compression of torcular herophili by the midline intradiploic occipital epidermoid as evident on contrast MR venogram. Post-operative follow-up showed disappearance of symptoms and papilledema after 1 month. Our finding resembles other case reports by Djindjian et al., Lam et al., Gabriel Yin Foo Lee et al., and Davis et al. Our case is probably the fourth case of occipital intradiploic epidermoid over torcula presenting purely as BIH.

In summary, occipital intradiploic epidermoid can rarely present as BIH due to compression of torcular herophili. CT scan and/or MRI study are essential diagnostic tools for the characterization and extension of the lesion. Total excision of the epidermoid along with the capsule results in excellent clinical outcome.
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